Bi(G)Med as a very novel method based on oral immunogenetical therapy to prevent and treat allergic diseases especially asthma
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Oral immunotherapy has become a recognized method and validated by numerous publications, and its use has developed in the current practice of an allergy clinic. It has also been identified as likely to result in fewer adverse reactions than other conventional treatments administered by the systemic route. We propose an innovative and even revolutionary methodology by some aspects still little known in common allergology, which allows a soft and progressive regulation of the main molecular disorders involved at an immunogenetic level in the pathophysiological mechanisms of the various allergic diseases currently listed. For this purpose, we first resort to a regulation taking place at the epigenetic level thanks to the introduction in our therapeutic methodology of microRNAs used for their remarkable posttranscriptional regulatory action. All components of our cures are prepared in high dilutions to avoid any noxious side effects and administered per sublingual way. But the Bio Immuno(G)en Medicine - Bi(G)MED in shortcut - is also holistic in that it does not just act in a regulating way on the immunogenetic mechanisms involved directly in the genesis of allergic diseases, but also search for neutralizing infectious, viral and bacterial and even fungal agents, which have a pernicious influence on the course of clinical allergic phenomena. To achieve this result the Bi(G)MED uses a wide range of biological tests to measure the patient’s reaction potential at the immunogenetic level and the impact of infectious agents in direct interaction with the immune system. The description of clinical cases of my private practice with their therapeutic modalities will make it possible to highlight the regulatory properties of this new method referring to the self-regulation potential inherent in cellular homeostasis.
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